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PLRT adjusted values 2 resp. categ., N=200 (a) 2 response categories, N = 200Theoretical quantiles PLRT adjusted values 2 resp. categ., N=500 (b) 2 response categories, N = 500(c) 2 response categories, N = 1000(e) 4 response categories, N = 500(f) 4 response categories, N = 1000(h) 7 response categories, N = 500Table 1 ; the solid line is the line y = x. where Model is the model fitted to the data saved as ord_data. The objects fitPL, fitDWLS, fitULS include the estimates, standard errors, and meanand-variance adjusted test statistics for overall fit. In fitPL, the test statistic P LRT SEM −M V where the thresholds are treated as nuisance parameter is printed by default. When parametric structure is assumed on thresholds as well, lavaan:::ctr_pml_plrt2(fitPL) should be used to obtain the right overall fit test statistic.
To compare nested models, the command lavTestLRT() with the models to be compares as input should be used. The output of this command includes the AIC P L and BIC P L values of the compared models when estimator= PML .
To obtain the AIC P L and BIC P L use the command lavaan:::ctr_pml_aic_bic() with the fitted model as input.
